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ABSTRACT 

The Hneshapes of the absorption bands of F^ centers in alkali halides have been 

studied for the first time. The new method used for this investigation is based on 

the determination of the overlap between the F^i and F^a bands from luminescence 

measurements. The experimental results have been compared with calculated values 

deduced from the theoretical F A bands of different shapes. For both FA (I) centers in 

KCLNa* and F.4(II) centers in KCl:Li+ and RbCl:Li + the absorption lineshape at low 

temperature is much closer to a sum of two Lorentzian curves than that of two Gaussian 

or Poissonian bands. This result shows an unexpected difference with the F centers, 

whose absorption lineshape is known to be Poissonian at the same temperatures. 

RIASSUNTO 

Sono state studiate per la prima volta le forme di riga delle bande di assorbimento 

dei centri F* in aiogenuri alcalini, li nuovo metodo usato per questa indagine e' 

basato sulla determinazione attraverso misure di luminescenza della sovrapposizione 

fra le bande F^i e FAJ- I risultati sperimentali sono stati confrontati con i valori 

dedotti da bande F^ teoriche di diverse forme. La forma di riga dell'assorbimento a 

bassa temperatura, sia per i centri F^(I) in KCl:Na+ sia per i centri F^II) in KCl:Li+ 

e RbCI:Li+, e' approssimata molto meglio da una somma di due curve Lorentziane che 

da quella di due bande Gaussiane o Poissoniane. Questo risultato rivela una differenza 

imprevista rispetto ai centri F, il cui assorbimento ha una forma di riga Poissoniana 

alle stesse temperature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The iineshape of optical absorption bands due to the electronic transitions of 

point defects in ionic crystal has been extensively studied. The summary of these 

- works is reported among others in the books of Markham [l\, Rebane (2j and Hayes 

and Stoneham (3{. The homogeneous broadening due to the finite lifetime of the 

emitting centers is usually negligible with respect to the inhomogeneous broadening 

which arises from slight shift of absorption line of the different centers that-behave 

differently because of non-equivalent lattice surroundings. Another important factor 

affecting the shape of the absorption bands is «ever the electron-lattice coupling, 

that determines both their low temperature width and broadening with temperature. 

As it is well known the strength of the coupling of electron to a lattice mode 

is defined by the Huang-Rhys factor 5. that in the framework of the configurationai 

coordinate diagram represents the relaxation energy in units of phonon energy hu9. 

The weak coupiing limit (S < 1} involving small lattice change in the equiiibriam 

position of ions between the ground and the excited states is observed in the electronic 

transitions of rare-earth ion impurities and of F-aggregate centers in alkali halides. In 

this case the linewidth is very small, sharp zero-piionon lines can be observed and the 

predominant broadening, at least at low temperature, is inhomogeneous. The strong 

coupling limit (S » 1} reflects a large atomic displacement following the electronic 

transition and is typical of F centers in alkali halides. In this limit the absorption 

lineshape is a Poissonian curve at low temperature and a Gaussian curve at high 

temperature {4{. 

Comparison of the experimental data for the F center with the theoretical cal

culations, are not completely satisfactory. On the experimental side the results are 

affected by alight exposure to light and by improper quenching of the samples. More

over, it is in general difficult to have pure F band without other unwanted overlapping 

absorptions and to subtract the exact absorption background. On the theoretical 

side, several assumptions and approximations are not fully justified. The temperature 

induced broadening of the F band can be explained with an effective local mode fre

quency (different in absorption and in emission). On the other hand the temperature 

dependence of the experimentally observed peak shift is not accounted for, in the linear 

electron-lattice coupling approximation. 
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In order to provide experimental data for the study of the iineshapes in other 

systems we have investigated the F* centers. To the best of our knowledge, no attempts 

have been made so far to study the lineshape of FA absorption bands. The experimental 

spectra of F^ centers in alkali halides show the same difficulties reported above for F 

centers. Furthermore, in generai the two F^ absorption bands exhibit a pronounced 

overlap, even at tow temperatures. For these reasons it is very difficult to determine 

the lineshape of the F^ bands from absorption measurements. The aim of this paper 

B to evaluate the F* absorption lineshape from luminescence experiments. For this 

purpose, both F/t(I) and FA(II) centers will be studied in crystals of various alkali 

halides and the results will be compared with the theoretical lineshapes. 

2. THEORY 

The FA. center, formed by association cf an electron trapped in an anion vacancy 

(F center) with an adjacent cation impurity of smaller size than the host alkali metal 

km, shows optical properties which have been extensively investigated (S{. The optical 

absorption consists of two visible bands: the FAI band, due to electronic transitions 

parallel to the dipole axis, is nondegenerate and is centered at energies lower than that 

of the F center, while the F A2 band, twofold degenerate and due to transitions perpen

dicular to the dipole axis, lies very close tc the position of the F absorption band. The 

optical emission is given by only one band, lying in the IR region of the electromag

netic spectrum. According to the emission properties, the F A centers are classified as 

type I or type II: in the former case the emission band behaves in energy position, line 

width, effective coupling frequency and lifetime very much like the F emission, while 

in the latter case the peculiar saddle point configuration of the defect in the relaxed 

excited state causes large Stokes shift, narrow emission band width, effective frequency 

lower than that of the absorption and short lifetimes. Both FA{\) and F^(II) centers 

undergo a reorientation process under polarized optical excitation, due to the mobility 

of the vacancy aroond the impurity ion during the relaxation. However, the reorienta

tion quantum efficiency is temperature dependent for F^(I) centers, being negligible 

at lo* temperatures, while the process is not thermally activated in the case of F^(II) 
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centers, and its quantum efficiency is 0.5. 

The general mathematical treatment of the photostimnlated reorientation of F A 

centers is based on the rate equations describing the time dependence, under polarised 

optical pumping of intensity I„ of the number of centers Nj, lying along directions 

parallel to the crystallographic axis i (i*xjr,x): 

i ? / . it * * • 2 2 

where TT is the Teorientation quantum efficiency, a, is the absorption cross section of a 

F* dipole along the i axis, and the total number of centers N is given, in any situation 

and at any time, by 

N = NK + >V7 + N, (2) 

The absorption coefficient a of the crystal is 

a = iftax + ,Yf<yf -r AT,*, (3) 

and the corresponding total luminescence L, emitted from a crystal of thickness d is 

given by 

L » cUl - c—) (4) 

where c is a proportionality coefficient depending on the experimental conditions. 

Doe to the large difference in the low temperature values of if for F^fl) and FA(I I ) 

cutters, we are forced to study separately the behavior of the two types of defects. 

i. Kinetics of the F*(I) centers. 

As it can be easily deduced from equations (1), a very small value of 17 at low 

temperatures practically prevents any reorientation, keeping approximately constant 

all populations along the crystal axes: 
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As a consequence, the tow temperature absorption and luminescence are determined by 

the Nr, N,, N t values, established at high temperature and frozen in by the cooiing of 

the crystal, and by the wavelength and temperature dependent ezt<r7,az. In order to 

calculate the absorption cross sections, it has to be taken into account that irradiation 

of the crystal with a monochromatic polarized light in the range of th : F * absorption 

induces in genera! both FH l and TAi transitions, due to the overlap between the 

two bands, not negligible even in the tails and at low temperature as ™« have found 

experimentally. If the incident radia'ion is polarized in the xy plane of the crystal and 

propagates along the z direction, as shown m Figure 1, we obtain [61 the absorption 

coefficient as 

a - ;Vr(sroic»*s* - <7o2-»»":0 ~ ;v
7{*oi**»2' - <*az«>sZ$) + -v**oz (6) 

where Om and <r32 are the wavelength and temperature dependent absorption cross 

sections of the ?Ai and FA 2 bands, respectively, and * is the angle formed by the 

direction of polarization of the irradiating beam with the x axis. 

The emission intensity is consequently given by 

Fig.l Sketch of the experimental conditions for studying the reorientation of ¥ A renters 

in crystals of alkali halides. The monochromatic incident beam, whose direction 

k is parallel to the z axis, has the polarization vector È in the xy plane. 
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Such a conclusion indicates that the real absorption due to the F^t and TAZ 

transitions, that is given by o~ot and a»» respectively, can be evaluated in principle 

by measuring the luminescence as a function of £ at several wavelengths for a given 

number of centers lying along the crystal axes, which is independent of £ ?nd of light 

wavelength. In this way the lineshape of the F*(I) absorption bands can be obtained. 

ii. Kinetics of the FA(I!) centers. 

In the case of Fj4(II) defects the reorientation takes piace at all temperatures 

with high efficiency. Then the rate equations {1} have to be solved in order to obtain 

the actual number of centers along the crystal axes and to derive the values of the 

absorption and the emission intensity. The general solutions for equations (I) have 

been previously reported 'T. Here we discuss only the case of stationary pumping in 

the situation of Figure I with light of constant intensity and polarisation, for which 

the system reaches a dynamical equilibrium with steady-state populations give* by 

;Vx(t = oc) = ***' :V oyr, 

<rKc7 •*• vset -

-O-fiz 

-°J>x 
N,(t = OO) = ^ ;V (8) 

N,{1 = 00) = ^ ,V 

Then the stationary absorption a 

The calculation of the absorption cross sections for F^(II) centers is similar to 

that described for TA{1) dipoics. But in this case, besides the overlap set ween the 

F41 and F^2 bands, another effect has to be included: the off-axis conàjuratron of 

the FA(II) defects, which has been previously obMrvBd in KCl:Li* {8-10! and recently 

determined in both KCI:Li + (11} and RbCl:Li* {12}. The complete treatment ;IX| gives 

for the absorption coefficient 
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= 3,Ya021— 

1 
R{c*s~-8sin*c -h |5tn5#co«=0 -r ^f^cos2^ -r sin*ésin~-Z ^ 

I 
- i 

where # is the off-axis angle, formed by the dtpoies with the crystal axes, and 12 = 

•"01/̂ 02 is the ratio of the absorption cross sections, which depends on wavelength and 

temperature. The stationary luminescence can be obtained by substituting equation 

(10) in equation (4). 

The absorption and emission in stationary conditions are both simultaneously 

dependent (besides constant factors) on the off-axis angle, on the bands overlapping 

ratio and on the pumping polarization angle. It is easy to deduce that the calculation 

of the absorption lineshape for ¥A[U) centers is more complicate than that for F.*(I) 

dtpoies. Nevertheless, is principle information cm the overlap between rhe two F^i 

and F.42 absorption bands and thus on their iineshapes can be obtained by measuring 

the dependence on { of the emission intensity at different values of wavelength of the 

exciting light. 

In conclusion, our theoretical approach shows that the photostimulated reorienta

tion o(?A canters can be an useful tool to investigate the lineshape of optical absorp

tion banda originated by FH electronic transitions. More important, the experimental 

problems, related to the measurements of the true absorption bands, can be solved 

by determining the absorption iineshape exclusively from luminescence measurements. 

Of course, the study of the absorption of F4(I) dipoies is simpler and more reliable 

than that regarding the Fjfll) centers, because neither peculiar off-axis configuration 

nor low temperature dynamical equilibria are involved and consequently less uncer

tainty affects the interpretation of the experimental results. Our investigation has 

been devoted to F4(I) centers in KCi:Na* and to FH(H) centers in KCI:Li+ *nd in 

RbCl:Li + 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 

Single crystals of KCl:Na+ and KCLLi* were home grown by the Kyropoulos 

method from melts of Suprapur KC1 containing 0.1 moie % of NaCl and LiCI, respec

tively. In the case of Na+ doped KC1, particular attention has been paid to minimize 

the possible formation of Fa centers, favored by high doping levels and prolonged con

version times (13): thus the NaCl concentration in the melt was kept around 0.1 mole 

%, from which a small amount of Fg defects were found to be originated. Crystals 

of RbCkLi4", grown by the Kyropojlos technique from a melt containing 1 mole % of 

dopant, were supplied by the Crystal Growth Laboratory of the University of Utah. In 

all samples additive coloration produced — 10 l6 F centers/cm3. Complete conversion 

from F to FA centers was performed by irradiation with light in the F absorption re

gion at various temperatures in the range between 230 K and 250 K. The F^(I) centers 

is KChNa''' were reoriented at the same temperature, by irradiation with linearly po

larised F,i light, and then immediately frozen to low temperature. The F^(II) centers 

on the contrary could be easily reoriented at low temperature. 

Optical measurements were performed for KCl:Nar and KCl:Li+ at liquid he

lium temperature (~ 2 K), and for RbCfcLi* mostly at liquid nitrogen temperature 

(-» 77 K). The standard setup used for absorption and emission measurements at 

2 K was already described {7}. Absorption spectra at 77 K were recorded on a Cary 

2300 Spectrophotometer: the emission, measured in a collinear excitation and detec

tion geometry, was analyzed by means of a Bausch-Lomb monochromator, coupled to 

appropriate IR filters, and revealed by PbS and InSb detectors. All crystals were care

fully mounted with their front face perpendicular to the incoming radiation and one of 

the symmetry axes in vertical position (see Figure 1). The pumping monochromatic 

beams at different wavelengths were obtained by using an Ar"*" laser (488.0 nm and 

514.5 nm) and a He-Ne laser (632.S nm), or by selecting with interferential band-pass 

filters light from a halogen lamp. 

4. RESULTS AxVD DISCUSSION 

i. Absorption lineshape of F^(I) centers in KCl;Na+. 

Low temperature dichroic absorption spectra of F*(I) centers, oriented at - 240 

K, in a sampie of KChNa* (2.2 mm of thickness) are reported in Figure 2: from them 
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Fig.2 Dichroic absorption spectra of F^(I) centers in KCl:Na+ at 2 K, measured with 

light polarized along y (—) and along x (- -) after high temperature reorientation 

with x-polarized F ^ light. 

it is possible to deduce the population distribution along the three axes, Nx=47.5%, 

Ny=15.5%, N»=37.0%. Measurements of the FA emission intensity, normalized to the 

pumping intensity, as a function of the polarization direction of the exciting light have 

been performed at ten different wavelengths into the F^ absorption bands, and the 

results are displayed in Figure 3. We should mention that no attempt has been made 

here to discriminate FB luminescence at ~ 1.27 pm from F* luminescence at ~ 1.12 

tim, so that these results contain a small amount of Fs contribution. Subsequent 

measurements have shown 'hat such contribution is rarely bigger than a few percent. 

There is an evident dependence of the curves on the excitation wavelength: irradiation 

within the ?A1 band gives L[( = 0) > L{£ - T /2 ) , while pumping within the ?Ai 

band causes L(( = 0) < L(£ = T/2) , in agreement with predictions based on equation 

(7). A fit of the data with such equation would supply the desired values of the 
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2 K for different excitation wavelenghts. 
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absorption rross sections <7oi and aQ2. Unfortunately, an appreciable rotation of the 

plane of the light polarization caused by the dichroism of the F x centers was measured 

for intermediate values of £ in agreement with previous observations [14]. Such a 

deviation does not occur when the polarization direction is parallel to the crystal axes, 

so that only data at £ — 0 and £ = JT/2 are completely reliable. Then, applying 

equation (7), we obtain 

L(0) 1 - e-*»**1*»**»+*•)* 
I ( ir /2 ) i_e-*»(tf,+RAr,-r<Y,)«i 

which can be written by introducing ct(n/2) obtained from equation (6) with £ = x/2, 

as: 
1(0) 1 - e -•(*/*)*<**.+AT,+#.)/(jr.+RJvy+*v.) 

Z(V2) = 1 - e—<*/*>* ^ 
This means that information on R, which represents the overlap between the F^i and 

Fyi2 absorption bands, can be obtained from the above luminescence measurements 

provided that a(ir/2), N s , Ny, N* are known. Of course, this implies to make use of 

the absorption dichroic spectra, that only in the band tails are affected by appreciable 

uncertainties. In conclusion, the overlap between the two F^ bands is given by 

R Sftjgt*.+*.)**,+*. (u) 

in which 

and it can be calculated at every wavelength from the data reported in Figures 2 and 

3. Table I summarizes all results obtained together with the values of R calculated 

for theoretical FA1 and F^2 bands, supposed to have a purely Gaussian or a purely 

Lorentzian shape with the known peak energies, halfwidths and relative heights. The 

behavior of the data is clearly displayed in Figure 4, which indicates that Gaussian 

shapes cannot describe the experimental ratios between the two absorption bands, 

while Lorentzian shapes are much closer to the experimental points, at least in the low 

energy region of the spectrum. Moreover we want to mention that ratios of Poissonian 

shapes also were tentatively compared with the experimental results, but without any 

reasonable agreement. 
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TABLE I 

Absorption a(x/2), ratio of emission intensities L
L'^l. and overlapping R between 

?AI and TA2 absorption bands at 2 K in KCl:Ma*. The values of jffiL save been 

corrected for the small contribution of Fs emission. 

Excitation 
wavelength 

fnmì 
467 
487 
497 
517 
537 
557 
572 
587 
602 
617 

a(»/2) 
( c m - 1 ! 

1.36 
1.68 
3.25 

10.99 
12.25 
4.29 
3.82 
5.55 
2.83 
0.31 

EXPERIMENTAL 
KOI 

0.69 
0.67 
0.68 
0.82 
0.83 
1.15 
1.47 
1.34 
1.69 
2.67 

R 

0.13=0.02 
0.10=0.02 

-0 .01 
-0 .01 

0.09=0.02 
1.2±0.2 

7±1 
11±2 

4.3±0.5 
6±2 

CALCULATED 

KCattu 

6 .610- 2 6 

2.710"1 7 

8.710"1 4 

4.0-10-3 

5.4-10-* 
0.43 
13.2 
131 
487 

1 777 

"•Lartnti 

0.21 
0.15 
0.13 
0.08 
0.16 
1.02 
4.75 

12.69 
8.38 
4.91 

ii. Absorption lineshape of FA(H) centers in KCl:Li+. 

The dependence of the stationary emission intensity of F^(II) centers in KCl:Li+ 

on the polarization direction of the pumping light has been previously reported [11]. 

Such an investigation, which allowed a reliable determination of the off-axis angle 

formed by the F^ dipoles with the crystallographic axes, was performed at only three 

different excitation wavelengths located on the tails of the absorption bands. Best 

fittings of the data to the function derived by substituting equation (10) in equation 

(4), with two free parameters {0 and R) and a normalization factor, supplied the 

values of R shown in Table II, together with the calculated values for Gaussian and 

Lorentzian shapes. Again, the experimental results reveal a better agreement with 

an overlap of Lorentzian type than with that of Gaussian type, as shown in Figure 

5, at least in the high energy tail of the F Ai band. Furthermore, no absorption and 

consequent emission would be possible at 488.0 nm in case of Gaussian lineshape: on 

the contrary, we measured even at that excitation wavelength an appreciable emission 

intensity, which strongly supports a different type of shape. 
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TABLE II 

Values of the overlapping mio R between FAl and F 4 2 absorption bands at 2 K in 

KCLLi-. 

Excitation j EXPERIMENTAL 
wavelength . R 

(nml ! 
488.0 
514.5 
632.S 

0.19 ± 0.02 
0.13 ± 0.02 

70 ± 5 

CALCULATED 1 
R G « » « * Rt«r««ta 

5.3 IO"" 0.20 
3.6 - IO"15 0.12 

930 16.1 

Hi. Absorption lineshape of FA(II) centers in RbChLi"*". 

The steady-state emission of F>4(II) centers in RbCl:Li+, measured as a function of 

the polarization direction of the exciting radiation, has been recently reported [121. In 

this case the experiments were performed at seven different excitation wavelengths at 77 

K and at only one wavelength at 2 K. The data were fitted with the same procedure used 

for KCl:Li+, by using again equation (4) and equation (10). The results, besides the 

calculation of the off-axis angle of F^ dipoles in this system, allowed the determination 

of R. AH values are reported in Table III, together with the usual calculated values of 

R for Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes. From these data it is possible to deduce 

that a Gaussian lineshape of the bands is not able to describe the F^ absorption at 77 

K, which on the contrary is very w<»ll approximated by Lorentzian lineshapes in both 

low energy and high energy ranges, as shown in Figure 3. The result obtained at 2 K 

fully confirms the data at higher temperature, showing as expected a smaller overlap 

of the bands. 
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TABLE III 

Values of the overiappins ratio R between FAI *nd F*2 abf arptio» bands ia RbCI.Li*\ 

Excitation j j EXPERIMENTAL 
wavelength . T(K) ; R 

(am) ( 1 
600 
604 
630 
632 
656 
700 
T15 

632.3 

77 
77 
77 
77 
77 
77 
77 
2 

0.19=0.01 
0.09=0.01 
£09=0.01 
0.08=0.01 
0.15=0.01 

6±1 
i2±; 

0.05=0.01 

CALCULATED 1 
*t«7«M« It Larmtx • 

3.7- 10-* 0.10 j 
i .210-T 0.09 
LO-IO-" 0.06 
2.3-10-4 0JM 

0.02 0.25 
40 6.1 
75 7.7 

3.0-10~* 0.07 1 
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Fig.6 FAI and F A1 absorption bands at 77 K in RbCI:Li* calculated wùh parameters 

taken from the literature for: a) Gaussian lineshapes, b) Lorentzian lineshapes. 

Dota (triangles) represent the values obtained by muitiplkating (dividing) the FA1 

[FAI) absorption by R. 
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S. CONCLUSIONS 

The evaluation of the iineshape of fA absorption bands is alkai* haiides haa besn 

attempted, with a method which tries to avoid ai! difficulties connected with the ab

sorption measurements. The right luminescence can easily be seiscted and uteasvrerd 

with, high accuracy; uuneover, it is net affected by the overlapping of absorption bands 

of centers other than those investigated. It is oar opinion thai this kind of technique 

could be extended to several analogous anresolved problems. The study of the FA ab

sorption Imeshapo showed the expected analogies between the behavior of F*(I} and 

FJI(II) centers- As already explained (5|, the difference of optical properties between 

the two kinds of defects a confined to the emission. Nevertheless, our experiments 

showed unexpected differences between the F A and F centers. The Kneshape of the F 

absorption, despite some discrepancies between data at low temperature and at high 

temperature, a closer to a Poissoniaa distribution than to a Lorentxian curve. The F A 

absorption bands on the contrary look very similar to Lorentzian curves at tempera

tures ranging from 2 K to 77 K. Such a behavior is in good agreement with theoretical 

nodcJs valid for purely electronic lines [2|, but it is not realistic to expect that i «indiar 

Bseshape could describe transitions with strong electron-lattice coupling. On the other 

hand, several assumptions are required in the theoretical treatment of electronic tran

sitions in crystals: the electron-lattice coupling is usually referred to a single lattice 

mode and enharmonic interactions between localized and band vibrations, which are 

certainly important for off-center substitutional ions, are neglected. Moreover, in the 

case of Fyi centers the aggregation of F centers with the impurity leaves isolated many 

light impurity substitutional ions, whose concentration is usually larger than that of 

the vacancies. As a consequence, the effective mass involved in the lattice mode cou

pled to electrons cannot be the same for different centers, depending on the presence 

or absence of an impurity ion in the surrounding of the F^ dipole. For these reasons, 

the broadening of F* bands can be inhomogeneous. Therefore a Iineshape different 

from that of the isolated F centers can be originated. 

A similar investigation is planned for F^fH) centers in KF:Li+, where the overlap 

between F^i and F43 bands is negligible [15{. Such a situation should considerably 

simplify the calculations, supplying in this way a more straightforward case where we 

can test and confirm the above results. 
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